
Complete Guide to Pakistani Wedding Dresses

During the wedding season in Pakistan, quality craftsmen remain in high demand. It is their hard
work that has positioned the gorgeous Pakistani bridal dresses at the global level. These white
nikkah dresses represent the unique customs and diverse cultures united to rituals and
weddings. Apart from the essential events of Walima and Baraat, Pakistani weddings consist of
pre-wedding events, including Mehndi and Maayoun.

Before Getting Started –

Pre-wedding events have their own importance in fulfilling the wedding ceremony. These are a
part of the tradition and demonstrate the positive love and warm vibes present the bride's and
groom’s family. With time, elite-class and upper-middle-class families have introduced new
events to pre-wedding ceremonies. Shalima and Shendi is the new entry to pre-wedding events
causing an equal stir in the country.

The New Events –

In the western part of the globe, people are keen to know whether Shalima and Shendi are
actually a part of Pakistani culture or just trending. Well, having these events added to the
pre-wedding ceremony list is completely dependent on the families, moreover, we assure these
events as an excuse to spend more time with friends and families. This is another way to
express love and care for new generations so that they don’t feel confused about their customs
and traditions.

Guide to Pakistani Wedding Dresses –

There are a number of questions that revolve around before a Pakistani wedding celebration.
Among those, two of the most common questions are, what will you be wearing to all those
events and from where are you going to get your Pakistani nikkah dress? Even if you have
these questions revolving around you, this guide may help you with necessary and factual
clues. So stay tuned and explore the endless possibilities of the Pakistan wedding collection.

All You Need to Know About Pakistani Wedding Dresses –

Being beautifully unique, Pakistani wedding dresses display a true sense of belongingness and
diversity through culture and traditions. The fancy gowns incorporate sparkly embellishments
and vibrant colors with marvelous accessories and stunning designs.

A Pakistani wedding has a series of events that is limited to one at a day. The bride and others
are expected to wear different colorful dresses for the guests to admire.

During the Maayoun and Mehendi, yellows and greens are generally preferred, lighter shades
are worn at Walima and as usual, reds are preferred on Baraat. When it comes to make-up,
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things are really kept simple before the main event. Even though you can look for simple
dresses for other ceremonies, but

when it comes to Barat, you have to outshine and no simple dress will work there. The mehendi
outfit is also a vital component of a Pakistani wedding.

Types of Pakistani Wedding Dresses –

It’s the Islam from which Pakistani culture is influenced. Therefore, the traditions are gorgeous
and have the next level of humbleness. Pakistani wedding dresses are meant to be admired for
intricate detailing on vibrant shades of luxurious fabric. The creativity that these dresses hold
has deep roots in history. Below, we have mentioned a list of designer white nikkah dresses that
you can wear at your loved ones’ wedding.

Angrakha Style Frocks –

These are highly adaptable traditional outfits prominently worn at Mehendi. If you are looking for
a dress that will never go out of style and trend, then this is the one. It’s a combination of both
Indian and Pakistani cultures. The highlighting feature of this frock includes a long tassel
running down the detailed embroidery. If you want then you can add up more embellishments or
thread work.

Pishwas Style Frocks –

Pishwas-style dresses are one of the most traditional and elegant Pakistani nikkah dresses. The
style has been adopted by almost all popular models and actors. The best part of pishwas-style
dresses is that you have no limits to the type of accessories and fabrics embellishments used.
The end product, irrespective of the fabric used, looks fluent.

Gharara Style –

The gharara or sharara outfit has its roots originating from Lucknow. It is a pair of wide-legged
pants that drop on the knees. The versatile nature of this appeal is a must-have outfit for
weddings. You need to pair it up with a plain shirt or duel it up with a peplum-style dress.
Regardless of what you wear with it, you will have a striking and stylish appearance.

Lehenga Choli –

If you have ever attended any marriage then you must have heard of the evergreen lehenga
choli. For most ladies, this one is their favourite. When you have these dresses on, people will
notice you from a distance as you will be the centre of attraction. You will be the start of the
night and feel like a twirling princess.

Gold Glam –



Some famous brands like RaniaZara have added a golden shine to their wedding dress
collections. You can combine these with other hues to make your golden wedding/Mehendi outfit
look attractive and worth staring at. Golden shade works can be combined will dark color outfits.
Be it a lehenga or gharara, a little golden makes everything perfect.

Are There Budget Designer Wedding Dresses Available?

Clothes enhance your personality and being the star of the night, the bride is expected to dress
accordingly. Worldwide, it is a common tradition/practice for the bride to put on the best look she
has ever had. Hope this answer has helped you to get near to your final thoughts.

In case you are looking for budget designer nikkah dresses in Pakistan, then you can visit
RaniaZara’s official online store. You might have a number of options to include in the to-do
shopping list, but we recommend you shortlist your choices, this way you will be particular about
your purchase. Let’s explore a few collections from RaniaZara.

RaniaZara’s Official Collection –

At Pakistani weddings, you will witness numerous designer dresses, but the barat dress steals
the show. The creative designers have worked endless days to create meaningful art pieces full
of embellishments and embroideries. But, don’t get with the flow, these dresses cost some
families a fortune. In this, you don’t have to worry, brands like RaniaZara are there for you.

RaniaZara is known to offer gorgeous and affordable Pakistani nikkah dresses that help the
bride stand out from the rest of the crowd in the most gorgeous way possible.

The Top 3 Wedding Dresses in 2022 –

A few of the fan favourites from RaniaZara are as follows –

Marjjan –

A timeless silhouette Marjjan with soft color touch is featured with RaniaZara online. Beads,
pearls, cuts, and stones embellish the embroidery. This stunning combination is incomplete
without jamawar detailing pearls and embroidered net dupatta.

Almas –

Almas as a net saree with big embroidery is a fantastic outfit. This special costume is
embellished with Sitara work, crystals, zardozi work, and glistening threads.

Zammurd –

If you are looking for recommendations, Zammurd could be the best barat dress for the bride. It
has an attractive combination of classic cutlines and striking emerald green. This outfit includes
an additional Hem patch made of diamantes, sequins, matching trousers, pearls, ferozi beads,
and a dupatta with ornate borders. It is a fully embroidered shirt.



How to Purchase from RaniaZara?

For your comfort and convenience, RaniaZara offers exclusive online sales. Even though the
stocks are readily available, the demand is impressively high. Don’t wait for a last minute order
as you may lose your choice. Moreover, you will get offers 24×7. Check out now
https://www.raniazara.co.uk/

Key Takeaway –

Pakistani designers are known for their bridal dresses. These wedding outfits reflect a true
sense of culture, custom, and tradition. In addition to Baraat and Walima, weddings in Pakistan
include Maayoun and Mehendi.

If you are someone who wants to try out Pakistani wedding dresses UK, then go check them out
from the official site https://www.raniazara.co.uk/ You will be amazed by the range of available
color options. Do check out now and subscribe to the newsletter so you will not miss out on
exclusive offers.
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